CLUB RECORDS Digital
Brand new records created by the members of StarBase Leicester
Updated: 11/04/2020
Record breaker?
Ever wanted to be a record breaker? Try one of our club records and maybe you’ll take a title! Especially as
we all battle this Virus by staying in, we’re accepting and encouraging all to have a go digitally!
Read below for current records and rules about submitting attempts
All equipment must be commercially available and unmodified
Equipment must be shown to camera, entire attempt must be on camera with audio.
Attempts to be posted on the facebook group or sent to the captain
PLEASE DO NOT LEAVE YOUR HOMES JUST TO BUY EQUIPMENT! If you haven’t got something why not
try and invent a new record?
If you have any ideas email us at info@starbaseleicester.co.uk
HOW MANY?
Ping pong flips
Table tennis ‘keepie uppies’ using alternating sides of the (single) bat
New record holder Kerrin J D Tarr 133 keepie uppies (Sep 11 2019 long distance)
Ping pong Keepie Uppies
Table tennis ‘keepie uppies’
Record holder Luke P with 1194!
Dart cup
Bounce a foam dart (e.g. nerf) into a paper cup on a table in 1 minutes
Record holder Ârena G with 2 Darts
Paper/plastic cup Diameter 7.5cm height 8.5cm, darts cannot be removed from cup unless full. Official
standard darts only.
Dice Cup Challenge (video incoming for explanation)
Place 1 paper cup upside down and roll D20 dice from your hand onto the cup without touching it. After 5
dice place another cup over the dice and repeat. If a dice falls attempt ends
Creator and record holder Goblin with 19 D20’s stacked between cups
Paper cup Diameter 7.5cm height 8.5cm rim on bottom of cup 0.5cm
D4 Catch:
Balance as many d4 dice on your elbow as possible, flick your hand down, how many can you catch? (Any
drops disqualify attempt)
Record holder: Vipin T with 12
Tallest house of Top Trumps:
Any width, must stand unassisted for 10 seconds
Record Holder Gareth Norman with 6 levels
No adhesive of any kind, has to be on a plain table no mats etc

HOW QUICK OR HOW LONG?
151 Pokémon recall
Recall from memory all original 151 Pokémon in order
New Record holder Chris N in 3 minutes and 54 seconds
Attempter must be blindfolded and empty ears shown to the camera
Forbidden Island Set up
Quickest time to set up Forbidden Island as per game instructions and say “Lets play”
New Record holders Goblin 1 minutes 51 seconds
Pieces must start in the box as close to original packing as possible
D20 Spin: From when you let go of the dice until it stops
Record holder: Lindsey C 45.5 seconds
One handed or two, on a plain table no mats etc if it falls off the table attempt ends, if it hits anything on
the table attempt invalid
1 player High score Wii Play Motion UFO shooting round
Record holder: Matt B (June 2017) 9540
Include shot of screen to prove final score
2 players High score Wii Play Motion UFO shooting round
Record holders: Matt B and Emma K 7990
Include shot of screen to prove final score
Skittles with chopsticks: (25 - 5 of each - skittles sorted by colour into paper cups from sheet of paper 3
inch away) Record holder: David Croft in 53.17 seconds
Wrong colour voids attempt, start over
Skittles Sort by hand: Same rules as with chop sticks
Record holder Matt B 10.5 seconds
Wrong colour voids attempt, start over
Lego sort: Sort bricks by colour with chopsticks (2x2 bricks, 5 colours) (Same rules as skittles)
Record holder: Lindsey C 28.26
Wrong colour voids attempt, start over
Furthest distance travelled in a straight line by a k’nex rubber band car:
Only if you are lucky enough to have 6 meters of free space INSIDE or in your own garden and a tape
measure long enough. Otherwise practice and bring to the next record breakers night.
Record holder Adam B 5m70cm

